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April 4, 2013

top headlines
Stem cell boon 
IU research suggests common
 painkillers could boost stem cell
 levels prior to bone marrow
 transplants in cancer patients.

Myles Brand festival 
The Myles Brand Memorial
 Collegiate Basketball Festival to
 raise funds for pancreatic cancer
 is April 6 at the NCAA
 Headquarters.

editor’s picks
News to Use

Boulton selected 
Michael Boulton has been selected
 to serve as a member of the Biology
 of the Visual Systems Study
 Section at Center for Scientific
 Review.

Grants

Core pilot grants 
Applications to access core
 technologies at Indiana CTSI
 facilities are due April 8.

Opportunities

Poster abstracts 
Submit abstracts for posters to be
 presented at Cancer Research Day
 at the IU Simon Cancer Center.

Kudos

features of the week

story

Joining forces

A video from the Big Ten Network explores
 how the IU School of Medicine joined forces
 with the Richard L. Roudebush VA Medical
 Center to provide the clinical research that
 helped reduce Vietnam War veteran John
 Raley's pain.

podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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Above and beyond 
Theresa Rohr-Kirchgraber has been
 honored by the American Medical
 Women's Association as an
 "Exceptional Mentor."

faculty & staff spotlight
Hua-Chen Chang 
Cancer patients could live longer,
 healthier lives thanks to research
 led by scientists such as Hua-
Chen Chang.

student spotlight
Day-to-day workings 
The IU School of Medicine Life-
Health Sciences Internship
 Program gives student interns
 insight into how much effort goes
 into carrying out clinical research.

This week's show features an interview with
 Daniel Lee, author of "The Belgian
 Hammer," about how professional cyclists
 recover from injuries such as fractures and
 concussions. Other topics include working
 the mind to strengthen the body, exercise
 and depression, and whether 20 minutes a
 day can really make you fit.

events & lectures

Spring House Calls
04-06-2013

Evening of the Arts
04-13-2013

IU School of Medicine Orchestra
04-14-2013

IU School of Medicine Calendar

IUSM Newsroom
News and headlines from Indiana University
 School of Medicine.

IUSM campus links

Bloomington • Evansville • Fort Wayne • Indianapolis 
Lafayette • Muncie • Gary • South Bend • Terre Haute
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